5.9.201
To Mr. Ichiro Kanzawa
Chairperson of Science Council of Japan

Esteemed Kanzawa-san,
I would prefer to write you in Japanese, but I am a beginner in learning your wonderful
language. So I choose English and try to express what I want to answer to your letter.
This letter was a great shock for all of us in the German speaking countries. Your letter was
followed by many rumors Homoeopathy is forbidden in Europe. No, not at all! We are
habituated to attacks against Homoeopathy since 200 years and notice it with calmness. The
attacks have not changed anything in health care whereas Homoeopathy, a very cheap healing
method, has cured millions of sick people since 200 years.
Nevertheless we are disappointed that in all nations where Homoeopathy is established under
extremely hard conditions patients get cured but this fact gets ignored by the conventional
sciences and researches. Instead of realizing thankfully that there is a way of healing suffering
people the focus is directed to the question of matter, atoms, and molecules. We in Europe are
accustomed to “battles against Homoeopathy” since Hahnemann and take it easy because
these attacks come and go like epidemic diseases. Epidemic diseases come and go and they
are treated as acute diseases by remedies based on matter. That is fine and meaningful. But
chronicle diseases cannot be cured only by “matter-medicine”. Chronicle diseases are the
manifestation of conscious mind. If the mind does not change, the disease remains. All these
thousands of chemical remedies which have been created since decades – have they reduced
the amount of diseases? Have they created a better national health? Have they reduced the
enormous expenses of your national economics? No. Unfortunately it is the other way round:
The pharmaceutical industry was never interested in the real suffering human being, only in
money. The only advantage of pharmaceutical remedies is that the sciences are satisfied
because atoms and molecules can be counted in them. We in western countries try hard to
reach the aim of a holistic medicine where matter and mind work together.
Healing was never dependant on matter, atoms, and molecules. It was and is always based on
what you express with the wonderful word “kokoro”.
We hoped all these tiring and lastly useless discussions about molecules and matter in
Homoeopathy would be spared Japan. The development of Homoeopathy in your country
was our great hope, our model which we liked to follow. Why?
Dr. Torako Yui has not only done a great favor to the Japanese health care but also gave the
Homoeopathy the necessary spiritual touch from the very beginning. The holistic concept was
in her mind and is realized in the best way we can imagine. As Japan is the only country
where Shintoism and Buddhism are still alive, where modern life and traditional treasures

inspire each other, fortunately Homoeopathy falls on a healthy soil. Dr. Torako Yui gives us
in Europe an example of holistic treatment. She has inspired our way of thinking and treating.
Since I was in Japan twice to give a seminar I have seen the many happy and healthy
colleagues and the tremendous pioneer work of Japanese Homoeopaths. Whatever I
experienced there I brought it to Germany and spread the fame of Japanese Homoeopathy.
What Dr. Yui realized in 15 years we did not realize in 200 years: the spiritual approach to
disease and healing. Would it not be appropriate to thank her for her success in reducing the
chronicle diseases in your country?
Focusing the molecules and atoms in healing power leads back to your history 60 years ago
when Hiroshima and Nagasaki was bombed. It was a terrible example what materialistic mind
can cause. It took you 60 years packed up with pharmaceutical medicine and endless
vaccination to struggle against the consequences of the human disaster - cancer diseases,
miscarriage, stillbirth – not to speak about the emotional suffering of your people. Then 15
years ago a new healing sun was rising like Kuan-yin. This was the starting point of a new
health care and a new century of Japanese power of overcoming the atom bomb-history. As
long as you focused the “matter-medicine” you were bound to the American pharmaceutical
medicine, its way of thinking and life. In the moment you turned towards Homoeopathy you
touched the inheritance of the old European medical tradition and overcame the consequences
of the atom bombs - the symbol of materialistic mind. In supporting Homoeopathy in your
country you are free to establish a Holistic Japanese Medicine which includes all kinds of new
and traditional medical systems and remedies. This is our perception looking from Europe,
especially Germany to Japan.
We hope very much the cloud of materialistic mind will pass and open your sky of tolerance,
thankfulness and modesty. Our “kokoro” swings for Japanese Homoeopathy based on the
“Science of health” how one of the greatest Swiss scientists, Dr. Flury, called it.
Thank you for listening to my words and to the experience of hundreds of colleagues behind
me.
Yours Dr. Rosina Sonnenschmidt

